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Hiroka Sugimoto 
hiroka@hirokasugimoto.com    

QUALIFICATIONS SUMMARY 
Interpreter + Translator  
Accurate and Conscientious Workmanship  
  Talented, results-producing Linguistic Professional with a proven record of accomplishment in 
effective communication and productive conference in support of business goals and objectives.  

Broad and deep expertise in steering the execution of the automobile operations. Adept at 
communicating with management, vendors, and internal departments to coordinate overall business 
efforts.  Especially in scenes, such as: 
 

♦ Manufacturing process for vehicle and parts 
                    Mechanical engineering, automobile, combustion system, NVH, surface process, 

durability/reliability testing, tooling, treatment 
♦ Analysis methods/data processing 

                    Ultrasonic sound, EM, CO2, NOx, etc.   
 
  Knowledge supported by B.F.A in Photography and being a photographic assistant enable to have 
advantages for translating and interpreting Fine Art and Photography field; Darkroom, printing, 
chemicals, lighting/aperture, and studio. Also, traveling eighteen countries furnished sense and 
knowledge of tourism and travel industry operations.  Translation and interpretation technologies 
supported Travel English Standard Test. 
 

 
 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
♦ Mazda Motor Corporation, Hiroshima, Japan (2004 to Present)             
Interpreter assigned to Executive Officer, Powertrain Development Division, 
 

Synchronized interpret for multipolar audio meetings and Pixtel in support of the strategic 
conferences.      
 Translate the Presidential Monthly Report, ESA paper, agreement, contract, conference 
minutes, financial report, and presentation materials.     
  

 
♦ Black Star, 116East 27th St., .NY   (2003-2004)  

Worked for Black Star, one of the most important and prestigious photographic agents in the nation as 
an intern and later quoted by the editor to Joseph Rodriguez, a National Geographic Photographer, 
working as an assistant.    
 

 
♦ Benjamin Oliver, 371 Canal St., NY (2002-2003) 

Gained skills and knowledge through studio shooting sessions for various magazines, such as the 
Parents.  Prepared the sets in the studio, measured and arranged the lighting.  Handle the contacts to 
magazine editors, clients, and modeling agencies.   
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Professional Experience Continued 

Darkroom Laboratory Manager, Rowan University, 1999-2002  
Recruited by Dr. Gallinelli, a Fine Art Department Chairman at that time to assist him as lab manager 
since sophomore year until graduation.   
  Handled photographic chemical preparation for the darkroom, answered questions, and responded to 
concerns as a lab manager.   
  

EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
 

Bachelor of Fine Art, Photojournalism • NEW Jersey, the United States 1998-2002 
 
 
 

 
Working method  

 
Software: 
Adobe Photoshop 
Flash and Dream Weaver  
MS Windows XP, Word, Excel, Outlook, Access, and PowerPoint. 
Visual Basic 
 
Reviving/delivering assignments:  
Email & fax 
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